
CLIMA-6000 EASY
The easiest A/C solution among the top performers.

CLIMA-6000 is the A/C station that has been engineered to satisfy garage professionals looking for the best performance, the easiest way.

With CLIMA-6000 you can thus bring all “Made in Brain Bee” cutting edge technology to your garage with a very high value for money.

Brain Bee CLIMA-6000 takes advantage of  Brain Bee R&D achievements on top level A/C stations while optimizing its architecture and 
functions to become a basic, compact and user-friendly station.

Extremely versatile, compact in size and light in weight CLIMA-6000 is the ideal partner in your garage: either as your main A/C station or 
as an additional station, its features assure you stay productive everywhere.

DELIVERING THE BEST PERFORMANCE, THE EASIEST WAY: 
AN OUTPERFORMING ASSET

EASY-TYPE STATION 
FOR A/C SYSTEM 
SERVICE

CLIMA 
6000 EASY

Brain Bee fit the whole CLIMA range with a SPECIAL FUNCTION allowing an extension of up to 1.000 
hours of the average life of the oil in the pump used in the station.

It can be activated when the station is not used, it allows for the automatic execution of a cycle of oil
regeneration; oil is hence purified and has a longer life cycle, thus reducing operating costs.

LONG LIFE PUMP

HIGH PERFORMANCES
INCREASEd EFFICIENCY
CLIMA-6000 is equipped with ECO LOCK ® quick coupler, BRAIN BEE PATENT, allowing for the reduction 
of gas quantities, safeguarding of operators’ safety and a strong contributionand give a strong contribution for 
the protection of the environment.

Thanks to its patented technology ECO LOCK ® allows preventing the typical ‘puff’ effect, that is to say 
dispersion of refrigerant in the environment that usually occurs at the end of a normal charge of a vehicle during 
the detachment of recharge hoses from the vehicle circuit. 

ECO
LOCK

®
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
SAE J2888

INNOVATIONSPREIS-IT

INDUSTRIE & LOGISTIK

CLIMA TECHNOLOGY
BEST OF 2012
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CLIMA-6000 has been designed so as to make it extremely easy to handle and store. Just 55 Kg and 530 mm thin, CLIMA-6000 is 
therefore highly manoeuvrable. 
CLIMA-6000 wheels have been specifically designed to let the station spin around its main axis and make it very easy to move around 
where space is a limited resource. 
CLIMA-6000 maintenance strategy has been inspired by the same concept of 
the overall design: ease of use and operation.
All parts and components subjected to wear and needing regular maintenance (e.g. 
the dryer filter) have been placed so to be very easily reachable and accessible by 
non-experts technicians too, therefore minimizing the machine downtime costs and 
ensuring CLIMA-6000 uninterrupted and steady performance.
Taps have been replaced by the same highly effective and efficient automatic flow 
regulating system that equips the high-end A/C stations to assure the smoothest, 
fastest and easiest recharge operations.

EASY-SERVICE dESIGN

A product’s value is also related to its conforming to the strictest regulations in 
terms of safety and quality.
CLIMA-6000 meets all the requirements as per the European Directive on 
Electrical and Mechanical Safety, with particular reference to pressure vessels 
(PED).
CLIMA-6000 has also been designed specifically to enable garages and 
workshops working in the A/C business to comply with the standards set forth by 
the European Regulation 842/2006.

STANDARDS-COMPLIANT

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
MULTIPASS enables additional closed circuit filtering of the 
recovered cooling fluid

VESSEL HEATER (OPTION)

OIL CARE FUNCTION a protection system to prevent humidity 
from entering the oil container and to preserve PAG oil purity till the oil 
container is empty

NON-CONdENSING VENT VALVE accessible from 
outside the chassis, it lets any air still present in the pipes to be expelled, 
thus speeding up the recovery phase and ensuring greater purity of vessel 
refrigerant

OIL RECHARGE AUTOMATION
HYBRId FUNCTION thanks to this “reset” function, residual 
PAG oil within the machine can be completely replaced, with a view to 
managing changeover from maintenance of traditional engine vehicles to 
maintenance of hybrid vehicles.

PUMP OIL REGENERATION average life is up to 100 
times longer than the standard one

LONG LIFE PUMP
MAdE IN BRAIN BEE

Brain Bee S.p.A.  
Tel. +39.0521.954411 
Fax +39.0521.954490 
www.brainbee.com - contact@brainbee.com

SOFTWARE INTERFACE
Display .......................................................................................... alphanumeric – LCD 4x20
Keyboard ....................................................................................... 6-key membrane 
Software update ............................................................................. via RS232 (with CLIMA SOLUTION, optional)

R134a GAS VESSEL
Vessel capacity ............................................................................... 7,6 l
Maximum Quantity In Vessel ............................................................ 6,5 Kg
Maximum operating pressure certified under PED cat. I ....................... 20 bar

OIL CONTAINERS
Exhaust oil container capacity .......................................................... 250 ml
New PAG oil container capacity ...................................................... 250 ml
OIL CARE valve (new PAG oil container) 

PNEUMATIC CIRCUIT
Vacuum pump capacity ................................................................... 6 m3/h
Vacuum level .................................................................................. 0,05 mbar
Refrigerant gas recovery compressor displacement ............................. 8CC
Safety pressure switch 
Dehydrating filter capacity (Kg of recovered refrigerant ) ..................... 27 Kg 
Non-condensing vent valve 
Automatic HP and LP taps
External HP and LP hoses length ....................................................... 2 m
Bulkhead couplings for HP and LP hoses 
Analog HP and LP pressure gauges .................................................. 80 mm pulse-free
Vessel analog pressure gauge .......................................................... 40 mm pulse-free
No. of solenoid valves ..................................................................... 9

Dimensions: 675 x 530 x 855 mm (LxPxH)
Weight: 55 kg
Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 V
Power: 800 W

AIM AT qUALITY. USE ORIGINAL BRAIN BEE PROdUCTS ANd SPARE PARTS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

CLIMA-6000 can also be equipped with the most up to date and comprehensive database in the market: the Autodata database.

The optional database enables you to optimize all the A/C recharge phases related to the car make and model you are working on.
Embedded in the A/C station software as a factory setting, Autodata database can be easily activated and updated with the latest releases 
by means of Brain Bee CLIMA SOLUTION.

Moreover, with CLIMA-6000 it is possible to memorise up until 100 additional different customised configurations (CUSTOM CYCLE 
function).

EMBEDDED dATABASE


